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The problem of on-farm burning of crop residues has intensified in recent years due to unavailability of 

labour, high cost in removing the residues by conventional methods and use of combine harvesters. To address 

this menace, Govt. of India has initiated Central Sponsored Scheme entitled, “Promotion on Agricultural 

Mechanization for In-situ Management of Crop Residue in the state of Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and NCT 

of Delhi” with an outlay of 1152 crores for this scheme. Information, Education and Communication (IEC) is the 

important component of this scheme and state agri. departments/ KVKs, ICAR Institutes and SAUs are the 

important partners in this endeavour. One of the important components of the project is capacity building and 

making awareness among all stakeholders for the in-situ crop residue management. 

Until recently, the availability of suitable machinery was a major constraint to direct drilling into heavy rice 

stubbles. The recent version of Happy Seeder has been recognized as one such key technological innovation 

developed and validated over the several years under diverse farmer circumstances to establish its 

significance. It is a key innovative planter capable of direct drilling of wheat after rice harvest and under residual 

moisture in the fields, saving pre-sowing irrigation, with surface retention of residues as mulch and without any 

preparatory tillage and avoiding burning. However, capacity building of farmers, users and stakeholders on 

proper operation, field adjustments and maintenance is key for its success. 

ICAR-Agricultural Technology Application Research Institute (ICAR-ATARI), Ludhiana has come out with a 

publication 'Manual on Happy Seeder', which may be quite useful for capacity development of extension agents, 

machine operators, custom service providers and farmers on different parameters like calibration, operation, 

field-specific adjustments and its maintenance. 

I am happy to know that ICAR-ATARI has prepared a Manual on Happy Seeder which will be helpful in up-

scaling of this machine. I compliment the authors as well as ICAR-ATARI for bringing out this manual which will 

be of immense use to farmers, extension workers & stake holders etc.

(A.K. Singh)

FOREWORD
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INDIAN COUNCIL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

 Krishi Anusandhan Bhawan, Pusa,
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E-mail: aksicar@gmail.com
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Dr. A.K. Singh
Deputy Director General (Agricultural Extension)
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PREFACEPREFACE

Burning of paddy residue a North Western Indian plains has acquired very 

serious dimensions during the recent past. This is a grave socio-economic and 

environmental problem that has a wide range of implications from health hazard to 

transportation residue. All the sections of society are effected due to crop residue 

burning. 

Govt. of India and ICAR have been taking this problem very seriously. The 

ICAR-ATARI Zone-1 has extended outstadning efforts to shun the practice of 

residue burning. Happy Seeder technology (in situ paddy residue management 

technology) helps in timely sowing of wheat, saving of irrigation water, less 

infestation of weeds and reduces environment pollution due to non-burning of 

paddy residue. Many farmers in Punjab, Haryana and western Uttar Pradesh have 

started using Happy Seeder for sowing of wheat while retaining the residue of 

paddy crop. To avoid sub optimal use efficiency of Happy Seeder and to make the 

farmers, operators and stakeholders aware of different adjustments like proper 

seeding depth, fertilizer rate and seed rate etc. in the field and proper operational 

guidelines, this manual has been developed. This manual will be helpful in out 

scaling this technology and reduces paddy residue burning. 

Authors
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Introduction 

Brief description on Happy Seeder:

Rice wheat is major cropping system in North West India with cropping intensity of nearly 

200 percent. The huge quantity of paddy straw after the combine harvesting of paddy is to be 

managed in 15-20 days to plant next succeeding wheat crop. Keeping in mind this short window 

of time, farmers prefer to burn rice residue after combine harvesting of crop because residues 

interfere with tillage and seeding operations for the next crop. One ton of paddy straw contains 

approximately 5.5 kg N, 2.3 kg P O , 25 kg K O, 1.2 kg S, 50-70% of micronutrients absorbed by 2 5 2

rice and 400 kg of carbon.  Loss of such huge amount of micronutrient declines soil health in 

addition to monetary loss. It is estimated that in Punjab alone, about 1.5 to 1.6 lakh tonnes of N 

and S in paddy residue is lost during burning, costing nearly Rs. 160 -170 corers. Poisonous gases 

like carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane and nitric oxide are produced during straw 

burning. These harmful gases not only pollute the environment but also have a bad effect on 

human and animal health. All this loss can be minimized by using various straw management 

techniques. Though a number of machines are available for straw management, Happy Seeder is 

one of the unique techniques which is used for sowing seed in standing stubbles of crop residue. 

Happy Seeder consists of a 

rotor for managing the paddy 

residues and a zero till drill for 

sowing of wheat (Fig. 1). Flail 

type straight blades are mounted 

on the straw management rotor 

which cuts (hits/shear) the 

standing stubbles/ loose straw 

coming in front of the sowing 

tine and clean each tine twice in 

one rotation of rotor for proper 

(Technology for in-situ management of paddy residue)

Fig. 1: Sowing of wheat with Happy Seeder in

paddy residue conditions
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placement of seed in the soil. The flails pushes the residues as surface much between the seeded 

rows. This PTO driven machine can be operated with 50 hp tractor and can cover 0.3-0.4 ha/hr.

The major components of Happy Seeder are described in Fig. 2 and the major components are 

listed below:

Major Components of Happy Seeder:

Fig. 2: Major Components of Happy Seeder

Fertilizer box

Three point
linkage

PTO drive
mechanism

Flail cover

Stand

Seed box

Drive wheel

Seed rate
adjustment lever

Drive
mechanism

Seed delivery pipe

Fertilizer rate
adjustment lever

Fertilizer
delivery pipe

Machine cover

Depth
control wheels
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1. Frame: The frame forms the body of machine 

and is made up of mild steel. All other parts are 

attached to the frame. The mild steel angle irons 

welded together constitutes the frame. Tynes which 

hold the furrow openers are attached to the frame 

through U shape clamps. Those clamps can be 

bolted/unbolted at will to increase the distance 

between furrow openers or to change the number of 

furrow openers. (Fig. 3)

2.Furrow openers: Attached to the lower portion 

of the tynes, the furrow openers drill the soil to open a 

furrow for placement of seed and fertilizer at the 

desired place. The furrow opening and placement of 

seed and fertilizer takes place at the same time. The 

power wheel comes into action the moment the 

furrow openers move to operate in the soil. The 

power wheel activates the seed metering and 

fertilizer metering systems. Hence the seed and 

fertilizers are dropped in delivery pipes and assessed through the seed and fertilizer boots and 

finally placed into the slits opened by furrow openers. (Fig. 4)

3. Flails: Flails are the important components of 

Happy Seeder and are used to clean the residue left in 

front of tynes so as to facilitate drilling of soil and 

placement of seed/fertilizer in the rows. Flails are 

wings made up of mild steel and attached to the shaft 

called flail shaft. The shaft with flails is placed ahead 

of the furrow openers. Power to the flail shaft is fed 

through the PTO drive of tractor. The optimal 

efficiency of the happy seeder is largely depends 

upon the efficient working of flails.(Fig. 5)

Fig. 3: Frame of Happy Seeder 

Frame

Fig 4: Furrow opener of Happy Seeder

Furrow Opener

Fig 5: Flails of Happy Seeder

Flails
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4. Seed and fertilizer boxes: Trapezoidal 

section seed and fertilizer boxes made of mild steel 

are used in Happy seeder. Fertilizer box is mounted 

in front of the machine while seed box is mounted at 

the rear of the machine. (Fig. 6)

5. Seed metering mechanism: Fluted rollers 

used traditionally on the conventional seed drill are 

also used in Happy seeder for metering of seeding. 

Fluted roller are attached to a shaft which is powered 

by ground wheel through a set of chain sprocket system. As the Happy seeder moves the ground 

power wheel powers the shaft and flutted rollers rotate, thus delivering the seed to the furrow 

openers through the pipes. (Fig. 7)

·Seed rate adjusting lever: This lever is 

used to adjust the seed rate. A scale is 

provided which helps in increasing or 

decreasing the rate.

·Seed pipe: It is used to take the seed from 

flow control tongue to the seed boot 

·Seed boot: Seed boot finally drops the 

seed into the slit in the soil opened by the 

furrow opener.

6. Fertilizer metering system: The fertilizer metering system control the rate of fertilizer 

application in the field. A lever is used to adjust the fertilizer 

rate. The roller fitted on the shaft make the fertilizer to pass 

through an opening in the seed box. The opened area makes 

way for the fertilizer to move down through the pipes to the 

boot and then to the slits/furrows. 

7.  Drive Wheel: The function of drive wheel is to power the 

seed and fertilizer metering devices through chain and 

sprocket drive. Lugs are provided on the circumference of the 

Fig 6: Seed and fertilizer box of Happy Seeder

Seed box Fertilizer box

Seed rate
adjusting lever

Fertilizer rate
adjusting lever

Seed pipe

Fig 7: Seed metering mechanism

Flutted roller
mechanism

Fig 8: Drive wheel of Happy Seeder 
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drive wheel to avoid slippage. (Fig. 8)

8. Depth control wheel: Two depth control wheels 

are provided to adjust the depth of seed placement. A 

nut and bolt mechanism attached to the frame is 

provided so as to lower or raise the depth control 

wheel. (Fig. 9)

9. Press Wheel: It is a wheel attached between two 

adjacent furrow openers/tines to press the chopped 

straw, thrown by the flails of Happy seeder. It makes 

a uniform  thick layer of straw in inter row spaces in 

pressed form. Rotating press wheels do not allow 

straw to plug or drop on furrows, where seeds are 

sown facilitating better crop emergence. Due to this 

principle, initial growth and development of crop is 

very good. Thick and thorough mulch cover also 

helps in reducing density and diversity of weed flora 

significantly. Press wheel attachments also facilitate 

smooth running and balance of the machine, resulting in better efficacy with improved capacity. 

(Fig. 10) 

Calibration means such a setting of the metering mechanism that ensures the dropping of the 

right quantity of seed and fertilizer in the field. Though the machines are already calibrated by the 

manufacturer, but it may get defected during transportation. Change in variety of seed also 

requires calibration as different seed rate is required for different varieties. The method of 

calibration is as given below:

1. Jack up the Happy Seeder and check the free rotation of driving wheel and seed and fertilizer 

feed-shafts.

2. Place container or polythene bag under each seed tube.

3. Measure the circumference of the driving wheel. The circumference gives the distance 

covered in one revolution of wheel 

Calibration of Happy Seeder:

Fig. 9: Depth control wheel of Happy Seeder

Fig. 10: Press wheel attachment to Happy Seeder
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4. Find out the size of machine by multiplying the number of furrow openers and the distance 

between the furrow openers.

5. Find out number of revolutions required to plant one acre area as follows:

                                    Area in acre (4000 sq. m.)
Number of revolutions  =  --------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           Size of machine (m) x circumference of the driving wheel (m)

Multiply this by 9/10 to take care of wheel skid in the field

6. Mark a point on the rim of wheel. Rotate the wheel by 1/10th of the number of revolutions 

required to plant one acre. Collect the seed from each pipe and weigh it. 

7.    For getting seed rate per acre, multiply by 10

8. Adjust the shift lever on the feed box for grain rate accordingly, i.e. if the seed rate seems to be 

less than the actual quantity required per acre, then move the indicator a little to the higher 

side or vice-versa.

9.   If the quantity collected from each container is not uniform, then check for defect in seed 

dropping mechanism.

10.  Similarly, calibrate the machine for the fertilizer dose.

The Happy seeder is attached to the tractor through a three point linkage system. After 

hitching with the tractor, the PTO shaft of tractor is attached to the PTO shaft linkage of machine 

which gives drive to the flail. As the drive wheel moves the fertilizer and seed metering device, 

the seed and fertilizer starts dropping in furrows/slits opened by furrow opener. The flail starts 

operating through the PTO shaft and the residue coming in front of tynes is cleaned by these 

rotating flails. 

Before operating the Happy Seeder, there are certain precautions which have to be followed 

for proper operation of machinery and better crop establishment. Certain points are to be 

followed before, during and after the operation of Happy seeder.

Before operation: Before operating the machine, the operator should become familiar with all 

the mechanisms, parts and adjustments of machine. Following points should be taken into 

consideration for better results.

Operation of Happy seeder: 

Tips for efficient working of Happy Seeder :

06
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·The fields should be laser leveled before sowing of the preceding crop (rice in this case). Crop 

establishment is good in residue conditions if the 

land is laser leveled and also ensure unformaty in 

soil moisture across the field.

·For harvesting of paddy, use combine harvester  

having Super SMS (straw management system) 

attachment. This Super SMS system chop the 

paddy straw coming out from the combine 

harvester into small pieces before dropping on 

the ground and spread it evenly all over the field, 

which in turn leads to ease in operation of Happy 

Seeder. (Fig. 11). 

·Early morning hours may be avoided for operation of Happy Seeder as high moisture content 

in residue and dew may clog the Happy Seeder.

·Ensure optimal soil moisture content at time of sowing so as to have uniform crop 

establishment. 

·Anchored and loose straw should be in the ratio of 

50:50 in the fields where happy seeder is to be 

used. The cutter bar height of combine harvester 

should be such adjusted that during harvesting 

50% of the straw remain anchored and 50% 

should fall as loose straw. (Fig. 12).

·The condition of happy seeder be checked before 

the operation. Necessary repairs and adjustments 

should be carried out accordingly. Any 

problematic or work out parts be replaced.

During the Operation

·Tractor with double clutch of 45-55HP should be used to operate the machine.

·Double clutch lever enables to reduce forward speed of tractor to clear occasional residues 

build during machine operation.

Fig. 11: Super SMS attached with combine

harvester during paddy harvesting

Fig. 12: Field after combine harvesting of

paddy with Super SMS combine
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st nd·Set engine to 1800-2000 RPM and operator tractor in 1  or 2  gear depending upon straw load.

·Adjust depth control wheel to ensure optimal depth of planting.

·Raise happy seeder while turning.

·Adjust top link of machine to keep clearance of flails about 2-3cm from ground.

·Use recommended seed and fertilizer rate through calibration of happy seeder.

·The optimum depth of seeding should be between 3.5 to 5.0 cm. 

After the operation:

·Machine should be properly cleaned after operation, seed and fertilizer box, metering system etc.

·Wash seed and fertilizer box and moving parts at the end of season.

·Store the machine in a cool and dry place.

Special points to be taken care of while sowing wheat with Happy Seeder

·Fertilizer for wheat: The fertilizer dose should be based on recommendation. In Punjab, 

drill 55 kg of DAP per acre at sowing. Apply urea in two equal splits each of 44 kg per acre 

before first and second irrigation. Irrigation should be followed immediately after urea 

application. On heavy soils to avoid the risk for delay in second irrigation, broadcast 33 kg 

urea before sowing of wheat and the remaining 55 kg before first irrigation.

·Two burrow baitings at an interval of 15 days with zinc phosphide in November/December 

followed by paper baiting with Bromadialone in February-March may be used for rodent 

control in Happy Seeder sown wheat.

·One must get the fields laser levelled before transplanting paddy crop where afterwards 

wheat is to be sown with happy seeder.  

·Last irrigation to paddy crop should be applied in such a way that wheat can be sown with 

Happy Seeder in the residual moisture which eliminates the need for pre sowing irrigation.

Maintenance and operational care of Happy Seeder

·Don't irrigate the fields before sowing of wheat with Happy seeder.

·Preferably use double clutch tractor for sowing with Happy seeder.

·Grease all the bearing, points, chains and sprockets. Oil and gear box should be checked after 

specified interval as suggested by manufacturer.

·Lift the happy seeder while turning to avoid hindrance problem and bending of tines.

·Don't sow crop with Happy seeder where paddy residues are infested with pests.

08
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Remedies of various problems faced while working with Happy Seeder

Problem Cause Remedy

Straw 

clogging/ 

dragging 

while 

operating

 

Happy seeder

 

1. Residue too wet due to high surface 

soil moisture

2. Tractor engine runs at RPM less than 

1800-2000 

 

3. Flails of machine are hitting the soil 

 

4. High soil moisture content

 

5. PTO is not engaged before moving 
the machine in field 

 

6. Worn out machine flails 

 

7. Depth of seeding is more 

 

8. Uneven residue load 

 

9. Use of single clutch tractor

 

1. Operate Happy Seeder after drying 
of dew

2.

 

Increase the engine RPM by 
adjusting throttle accordingly 

 

3.

 

Uplift flails so that it does not 
touch the soil while rotating 

 

4.

 

Operate Happy Seeder in 
relatively less soil moisture

 

5.

 

Engage the PTO gear and move 
the tractor in 2nd low gear

 

6.

 

Flail blades should be reversed/ 
changed after planting of 100 acres 
of crop in rice residues 

 

7.

 
Adjust the depth of seeding with 
depth control wheels 

 

8.
 
Spread the residue uniformly and 
there is no piling of residues

 

9.
 
It is always advised to use double 
clutch tractor while operating
Happy seeder

 

Advantages of Happy Seeder technology:

·Majority of the residue is not disturbed 

and seed is sown in a single pass (Fig. 

13).

·This technology is eco-friendly with 

environment for the health of soil as 

well as it also saves water. 

·Removes the need to burn rice stubble 

before planting wheat, therefore 

reducing air pollution.

·Direct sowing also reduces soil 

disturbance, enabling it to retain more 

nutrients, moisture and organic 

content. 

·Saves money as less time is needed to 

carry out field operations, which in turn reduces fuel and labour costs.

Fig. 13: Wheat crop sown with Happy Seeder

during vegetative stage
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Clogging of 

residues in 
tynes

1. It may be due to improper alignment 

of tyne behind the flails 

2. Broken/worn out flail blades  

3. Excess clearance between tyne and 

flail blades 

1. Contact the machinery supplier to 

rectify this fault  

2. Replace the flail blade  

3. Contact the machinery supplier to 

rectify this fault 
Happy seeder 

is highly  
vibrating

 

It may be due to broken or imbalanced 

flail blades 
 Replace the faulty flail blade  

Machine 

uprooting the 

anchored 

residue 

1. Flails are hitting the ground/ 

clearance is not optimum 
 

2. Excess soil moisture 

1. Use lift to prevent the flails touching the 
     ground. The optimum clearance is 2.5
     to 3 cm 

 2. Ope
     moisture condition

rate the machine under optimal soil 
 .

 Seed/fertilizer 
is not
delivering at 
proper place

 

1. The seed/fertilizer box is empty

 
2. The furrow opener or seed tube is 
     blocked with mud 

  3. Bent observe
    delivery pipes

d in fertilizer/seed 

 4. The drive wheel does not touch the 
    ground

 5. Broken chain/sprocket 

 6. Fertilizer fluted roller is blocked

1. Check the box and refill the 
seed/fertilizer box if empty

 
2. Clean mud out of the opener and/or seed 
     tubes

 
3. 

 

Unbent the delivery pipes or replace if 
required

 
4. Lower down the hitch to get the drive 
     wheel in contact with the soil.

 
5. Change the broken part
6. Clean the fluted rollers

Problem Cause Remedy

 List of empanelled manufacturers of Happy Seeder:
State Name of the Firm Address Contact person & 

Phone Number 
E mail ID 

Punjab Dasmesh Mechanical 
Works 

 

Dasmesh Mechanical 
Works 

 

Nabha –

 

Malerkotla 
Road, Amargarh, -
148018 

 
Shri Sarbjeet Singh 
9216272149 

 

01675-284221 

 

sarbjeet@landforce.in 
info@landforce.in 

 

Kamboj Mechnical 
Works 

 

Kamboj Mechnical 
Works 

 

Ramdas, Amritsar, 

 

Amritsar-143001 

 Shri Joginder Singh 

 

98763-20842, 

 

99154-45406 

 
kambojrds@yahoo.com 

 

National Agro 
Industries 

 

National Agro 
Industries 

 

Link Road, Industrial 
Area-A, Opps. 
Transport Nagar, 
Ludhiana-141003 

 

Shri Daman Bhalla 

 

98155 18833 

 

0161-2222041 

 

0161-5087853 

 

4641299 

 

marketing@nationalagro.com 

 

sales@nationalagro.com 

 

Thind Mechanical 
Works 

 Thind Mechanical 
works 

 

Wadhala Johal, Gehri 
Mandi, 
Amritsar -143001 

Jandiala Guru, 
 

Shri Harjinder Singh 

 

94171-27862 

 

94631-33440 
 

thindmechanical@gmail.com  
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Haryana

 

Hind Agro 
Implements 

 
Hind Agro 
Implements 

 

Opposite ITI, Patiala 
Road, 

 

Narwana-

 

142001 

 

Shri Sonu Chauhan 

 

9355131312 

 

9896802342 

 

 

Pal Agro Industries 

 

Pal Agro Industries 

 

Opp. Oriental Bank 
of Commerce, 

 

Chandigarh Road, 
Tohana-125120 

 

Shri Sukhpal

 

Singh 

 

9416242391 

 

9466374651 

 
palagroindustries8@gmail
.com 

 

Khandewala Krishi 
Udyog 
 

Khandewala Krishi 
Udyog 

 

Tosham Road, 
Behind Truck Union,  
Uttam Nagar, Hansi 
125033  

Shri Parvind Kumar 
Lohan 

 

9812400017  

9812005715  
01663-259588-89  

parvindlohan@yahoo.com

Beri Udyog Private 
Ltd.  

Beri Udyog Private 
Ltd.  
235-236, 238-240, 
HSIIDC Industrial 
Area, Sector-3, 
Karnal, -

 
132001 

 

Shri Vinod Munjal  
94167-00570  
0184 2221574 

 

lalit.kumar@fieldking.com 
ravi.beri@fieldking.com  

Madhya 
Pradesh

 

Veda Farm 
Implements Private 

 

Veda Farm 
Implements Private 
Ltd. 

 
209, Chinaar, Incube 
Business Centre, 

 
Hoshangabad Road, 
Bhopal-46202 

Shri Gaurav 
Chhawchharia 

 9830295444 

 
9109166101 

 

vedafarmimplements@gmail
.com 

 

  
Punjab Engineering 
Works  

Punjab Engineering 
Works 
Talwandi Bhai,
Ferozepur-142050 

G.T Road,  

 

Shri Hardeep Singh  

01632-23-130  
punjabtwb@gmail.com  

Avtar Kalsi Agro
Works  

Avtar Kalsi Agro 
Works 

 Moga link Road, 
Talwandi Bhai-
142050, Distt.-
Ferozepur 

Shri Avtar Singh 
Kalsi 

 9814692997 
 01632-231055 

 

avtarkalsitwb@yahoo.com 

Guru Nanak Engg GURU NANAK Shri Gurdip Singh gurunanak_talwandi@yahoo

Punjab

 
Works 

 

ENGG WORKS 

 
Main Road, Talwandi 
Bhai, 

 
District-

 

Ferozepur -

 
142050 

 

 
01632-230357 

 
9530800069 

 

.com 

 

Saaron Mechanical 
Works 

 

Saaron Mechanical 
Works 

 

Mansa Road, Cheema 
Mandi –

 

148029 
Distt. Sangrur

 

1676-284906 

 

1676-285106 

 

info@jaggatjit.com 

 

Bhagwan Engineering 
Works, Malerkotala 

 

Bhagwan 
Engineering Works 

 

Raikot 
Road,Malerkotla, 
Distt.- Sangrur–148023

Shri Amandeep Singh 

 

amanksgroup@gmail.com 
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